Abstract-In this paper, we describe a method to position a group of avatars in a virtual environment. The method aims at a group setting that seems natural for a group of people attending a guided tour and was developed in particular to assist participants by autonomously positioning their avatars on each stop of a virtual tour. The geometry of the virtual environment is key input, but also engagement of participants and possible social networks are taken into account. Consequently, it may serve to position avatars in similar type of situations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Teachers can take their students on educational trips, or field trips, for instance to visit, zoos, theaters, science or art museums or historical sites. By actually bringing them to these sites the students are more likely to retain information, and to understand and appreciate the importance and relevance of what they are learning [1] [2] . Financial cost, lack of time, safety and travelling distance may make it difficult to organize educational enriching trips. These difficulties can be avoided by shifting the real to the virtual. We created a generalpurpose tele-immersion system, REVERIE, that enables individuals, represented by virtual characters, to interact in a shared 3D synthesized environment. This tele-immersion system shows participants what can be seen in a virtual environment from the dynamically changing point of view of their virtual representation. 3D spatial audio that enables personal conversations with other participants completes the impression of being in an as-real environment. As such this general-purpose system is well suited for a virtual educational trip, preparing for a real trip ⎯ since that will improve on-task behavior [3] ⎯, or even to replace the real trip altogether.
A teacher can take his class on a virtual educational trip in one of the virtual environments we produced (a gallery and a historical site). The students are free to explore these environments or may be given worksheets to instruct them, but the system can also provide an autonomous agent to take them along on an organized guided tour. The autonomous agent acting as virtual tour guide typically moves from one place to another. The students are supposed to follow this tour guide by navigating in the virtual environment. Students may be familiarized with manual navigation in a virtual environment, but even then, it can be tedious as it does not come as natural as walking in a real environment. Hence for user comfort our system can assist by taking care of repositioning the students' avatars at each stage of the tour. The avatars are made to follow the tour guide automatically and are positioned near the place where the tour guide stops to continue his narrative. This does not require any action of the students (though, if they prefer to do so, they can step in to take control at any time).
In this paper, we describe our method for autonomous positioning avatars of a group of students that considers geometry of the environment, student engagement and social networks to result in a setting that seems natural for a group of students attending a guided tour. Related work is presented in section II. Section III describes the method of autonomous positioning and section IV presents results and conclusions.
II. RELATED WORK
A group of entities moving through space can be described by a model known as flocking [4] , a model that relies on a few rules on separation, alignment and cohesion leading to realistic movements of the individual species of a coherent group. Similar aspects of this model can be found in simulations of a crowd as in [5] , [6] and [7] . These models focus on the dynamics of the movements rather than on final positioning. In [8] we find a method to provide goal locations maintaining the personal space of non-related individuals, and [9] is a framework on scalable and adaptive group formation. However, these all do not provide the specific result we are looking for: avatars of each participant should navigate towards a position that provides a clear view on the tour guide, not hindered by obstacles and preferably reflects engagement and social network of the participants.
III. A METHOD FOR AUTONOMOUS POSITIONING
For navigation, our system makes use of path planning and obstacle avoidance software based on Explicit Corridors [10] . This navigation software provides collision free walks from a character's current position in space towards a target position. It can handle a virtually unlimited number of characters moving at the same time and allows individual settings of characteristics as walking speed, clearance, side preference and interpersonal distance [11] .
An interactive tour guide is programmed to move from one position to the next to give an explanation on points of interest based on a script that describes all aspects of the excursion. The guide stops at positions that are chosen with care, so that the guide can point at points of interest and is oriented towards an empty area where followers can position themselves to have a clear view on both the guide and the points of interest.
Given this, to obtain autonomous positioning of avatars we developed a method to assign appropriate target positions to REVERIE is funded by the European Community's Seventh Framework Programme (FP7/2007-201 3) under grant agreement no. ICT-2011-7-28772 these avatars for each point where the tour guide stops. The navigation software is then instructed to bring them there.
Autonomous positioning is triggered when the tour guide receives an instruction to navigate towards the next location. The method involves the following steps:
A. Generate candidate positions; B. Assign positions to avatars; C. Initiate navigation. Next these steps are described in more detail.
A. Generate candidate positions
An algorithm generates as many candidate positions as there are avatars participating in the tour. The algorithm involves the five phases described below.
1) Basic positions
Assuming the tour guide is positioned in a rational way, as stated above, we take position and orientation of the tour guide as basis for candidate positions of the followers. As people following a tour tend to position themselves in front of a tour guide, we start by taking candidate positions to lie on circular sections in front of the guide as illustrated in Figure 1 . These circular sections span an angular range a human being's gaze can reach comfortably. In accordance with the observation that interpersonal distance in a virtual environment relates to gaze [12] the figure shows that the interpersonal distance between the guide and the followers on the first row is taken to be bigger than the interpersonal distance between the followers themselves, since all followers are positioned to face the guide.
These two parameters, the interpersonal distances and the angular span, determine the first step of the algorithm that generates initial candidate positions: a vector of length of the facing interpersonal distance from the guide forward produces the first candidate position. This vector is rotated to obtain a second position flanking the first position; the third position is obtained by rotating the vector in the opposite direction. By starting in front of the guide and alternately adding positions at both sides until the angular span is covered, the first row is filled. For each next row, the length of the vector is increased and the same procedure is repeated. The length increase of the vector and the angular rotation for each row is such that the distance between candidate positions equals the interpersonal distance of non-facing characters. For each even row the initial vector is rotated half the rotation angle to avoid the center positions of all rows to be lined up.
2) Adding irregularity
From Figure 1 it is obvious that the result of the first phase is too regular to reflect what people are inclined to do. Hence, we introduce two options to add irregularity.
One option is to randomly skip positions, increasing the chance of skipping at each next row, starting for instance from a 10% chance at the first row. The noticeably less compact result is shown in Figure 2 on the left. The positions may still be on a regular structure, yet due to the open spaces created it becomes less obvious.
Alternatively, positions can be randomized by adding a small random distance shown in Figure 2 in the middle. The interpersonal distance is increased in relation with the maximum random distance added to adhere to the rules of preferred interpersonal distance [11] [12] .
A combination of both options is shown in Figure 2 on the right. The (ir)regularity and compactness of the group can be varied by altering the chance of skipping positions and the maximum random distance added.
3) Check for accessibility
The above phases did not deal with obstacles and did assume there was sufficient space to position all followers. In general, space is limited and can be full of obstacles. So, each candidate position has to be checked for accessibility.
The navigation software can verify accessibility on three aspects. First it verifies that the candidate position is not on top of an obstacle. If this is not the case it checks that the position is at sufficient distance of obstacles (as defined by a clearance parameter). Lastly, it is verified that walking from the current position to this candidate position without being blocked by obstacles is possible. If one of these checks fails the candidate position is rejected.
When the accessibility check fails, the chance of skipping positions is reset to zero; the motivation to do so is that space may be in short supply and should be used more efficiently. Yet, for each next row the chance of skipping will increment as before, provided there are no obstacles on that row.
As an example, Figure 3 shows a situation with inaccessible candidate positions that are rejected. The tour guide is positioned near to a wall shown on the right-hand side and facing it. As a result, the amount of space to position the followers in front of the tour guide is limited. For the first couple of rows, generation of candidate positions starts as normal with both randomization of positions and skipping of positions. The accessibility check does not lead to rejection yet, so skipping positions remains enabled. Near to the wall however, accessibility fails, so skipping is cancelled, leading to a more compact setting as compared to the setting of Figure 2 on the right.
4) Check for visibility
Followers should have a clear view on the tour guide, that is, they should not be positioned behind an obstacle. For this the method includes an occlusion test. A ray cast between the follower's head position and the tour guide's head position should not hit a bounding box of static objects. If it does so, the candidate position is rejected and, similar to the accessibility test, the chance of skipping candidate positions is reset to zero. This occlusion test does not include occlusion by avatars, since these are dynamic and can change position. In our system users can take a small step sideways just by hitting a key if needed. In Figure 4 it shows that candidate positions behind obstacles that block visibility (shown as white objects) are rejected, whereas those behind nonblocking objects (shown as grey objects) are not (see the topmost position from which the follower can look over a nonblocking object and still see the tour guide's face).
5) Handle lack of space
In the above examples, there was sufficient space to position 16 followers in the preferred area in front of the tour guide. If the tour guide would be closer to the wall and the space in front of the tour guide is more confined, or if there would be more followers, this may no longer be the case. The area to place followers is hard limited by the wall and soft limited by the angular span. To be able to add more followers in a confined space like that, we first make use of the positions that were skipped in the second phase to increase irregularity. The algorithm maintains a list of all positions that were skipped. Note: these skipped positions are not those that are rejected on basis of accessibility and visibility and therefore can still be added to the set of candidate positions. In this way, the setting is made as compact as possible given the average interpersonal distance and available space.
Adding the skipped positions may not be sufficient. In the example of Figure 5 on the left, the tour guide is near a corner facing a wall. The preferred area in front of the tour guide is not enough space to position all followers, even using the initially skipped positions. In this situation, we also allow followers to be positioned beyond the angular span in front of the tour guide. The algorithm starts filling the rest of the space around the tour guide, first extending the span of the first row until it covers a full circle, then likewise for the next rows until all followers have obtained a position. We decided not to skip positions for candidate positions behind the tour guide, and only randomize the positions, though there is no strong argument to do so. No skipping implies that the average interpersonal distance remains constant, in this way maintaining the most compact acceptable setting. Obviously, based on accessibility and visibility checks positions still may be rejected, but at the limit the entire virtual environment that is accessible and from which a clear view on the tour guide is assured can be used to position followers. When we try to squeeze in more avatars than can be handled in this way, the virtual environment can no longer provide the required personal space for all participants.
B. Assign positions to avatars
Once all candidate positions for the followers have been generated, we assign these positions to the avatars. People in real life will have a strategy to position themselves with respect to a tour guide. Those enthusiastic and interested in the presentation may try to get upfront to make sure they will not miss a word of the presentation, while timid people or those less interested will put themselves more at the back of the group. Also, relatives and friends are likely to team up. These two factors, engagement and social relations, help position avatars on a human-like strategy.
We apply a simple approach to uncover social relations between participants. When participants are free to move around and one of them navigates towards another participant's avatar we assume that these two have a social relation, as getting close to each other in the virtual environment is needed to have a private conversation. We "connect" a participant to its most recent partner based on this assumption. More advanced methods can be found in [13] or [14] . Couples that we believe to have a social relation will be treated as one entity for placement, and the avatars of this couple will be assigned to adjacent places.
The definite placement of avatars relates to engagement. In our system engagement is inferred from the gaze of the user but, depending on the equipment used, alternatives as can be found in [15] and [16] may do as well. Based on the level of engagement the strategy to assign positions to avatars is simple: avatars of the most engaged participants get the best upfront positions, avatars of the least engaged participants will be placed on more distant positions. For social couples, we use the average level of engagement. Best places are those in front of the tour guide, each next row is considered to be of somewhat lower quality and the positions behind the tour guide are considered to be the worst. Note, the above strategy for positioning avatars of students can be of use for a teacher observing the students, because students that may need encouragement ⎯ or a reprimand ⎯ can easily be found at the back of the group.
C. Initiate navigation
The last step of the method is to make the avatars navigate towards the positions that have been assigned. The instruction for the tour guide agent to navigate to the next location of the tour is leading. This instruction triggered the process of autonomous positioning at the first place and it makes sense that the tour guide is the first to start to move. Next, all avatars will be put in action by an instruction that includes the position assigned to them, the orientation they have to turn to when they arrive at that position (directed towards the tour guide), the preferred walking speed and the time they can start the navigation. The navigation software of our system receives these instructions and provides collision free walks to the positions as specified.
The preferred walking speed and the timing of the navigation has been made to relate to the level of engagement. Avatars of the most engaged participants will be the first to start moving, shortly after the tour guide starts to move. These avatars will walk at roughly the same speed as the tour guide. The avatars of less engaged participants will start moving somewhat later and will walk at a lower speed. In this way avatars of the most engaged participants will be the first to arrive at the new location, which makes sense, since they will be put upfront anyway. Avatars of the least engaged participants will be the last to arrive, which goes well with the fact that they were destined to end up at the back of the group.
IV. RESULTS ANS CONCLUSIONS
The system has been evaluated based on a guided tour in a cultural education setting (see Figure 6 ). Before the autonomous positioning was available, navigation was done using map navigation (clicking on a floorplan image) and keyboard only. Then nine out of ten users indicated having problems taking a position in the virtual environment (e.g., to obtain a proper group formation relative to others). Once the autonomous positioning was included this issue was no longer reported. The capabilities of the method on very large groups have been demonstrated in simulations, but practical issues made it impossible to verify how participants in larger settings will value it.
We have presented a method for autonomous positioning of avatars. The method generates positions that human beings in a guided tour could opt for as well, first using the available space in front of the tour guide, if that is insufficient filling up the space around the tour guide, at maximum filling the complete virtual environment. All positions are guaranteed to have a view on the tour guide not obstructed by static objects. The assignment of positions in the virtual environment relates to engagement of the participants. Getting the best upfront positions rewards the more engaged participants. Buddies that have a social relation get a position next to each other. Designed for avatars participating in a guided tour in a virtual environment, the method may be an inspiration for similar applications where social aware positioning of avatars relative to a location may be needed.
